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Climate Disclosure Regulation
Recent History
§ 2010: SEC Interpretive Guidance Regarding 

Disclosure Related to Climate Change
§ 17 CFR PARTS 211, 231, 241 (2/8/10)

§ Issuers must disclose trends/events/uncertainties 
reasonably likely to have significant effects on 
business operations or financial position, including:
§ Physical Impacts of Climate Change: Actual & 

potential material impacts of physical climate change 
events on personnel, assets & distribution chains.

§ Legislation and Regulation: Impact of existing & 
pending legislation / regulation related to climate 
change (within & between jurisdictions).

§ Indirect Market Consequences of Regulation / 
Trends: Supply/demand shock risks for activities with 
significant greenhouse gas implications (high or low). 
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Could this affect rate of Climate Change?



GAO Report (2018)

Key Problems Cited by GAO:

1. Interpretation & Detection: Companies may 

report similar climate-related disclosures in 

different sections of the filings, and climate-

related disclosures in some filings contain 

disclosures using generic language, not tailored 

to the company, and do not include 

quantitative metrics.

2. Information Asymmetry: SEC relies largely in 

information that comes from issuers 

themselves. Difficult to make a case for 

requiring more information, as SEC lacks an 

independent yardstick to determining who 

should be disclosing



Goals of this Project:

1. Develop better tools to determine which public 
companies are / have been making climate risk 
disclosures as envisioned by the SEC’s 2010 
interpretive guidance

2. Develop an objective framework for assessing 
which companies should be making such 
disclosures (still tentative)

3. Compare (1) and (2).  



Which public companies are / have been
making climate risk disclosures envisioned 
by the SEC’s 2010 interpretive guidance?



Who’s Making Climate Disclosures?
§ Problem: SEC “guidance” unhelpful to locate climate risk disclosures.

§ MD&A, Risk Factors, Legal Proceedings, Business Description, Notes.

§ Usually buried in the 10K/20F (but not always there) 

§ One Existing Data Source (Coburn & Cook 2014)
§ Limited in reach / scope (key-word generated; difficult to replicate)

§ Unreliable quality  / consistency

§ Our Challenge: Build a better Mousetrap Machine-Learning Classifier
§ Boolean keyword search to identify candidate disclosures from EDGAR 

database (currently last 4 years)

§ “Lawyer” classification of randomly selected sample (~1,000) of candidates

§ Use manually classified data base to train ML classifier

§ (see, e.g., Talley & O’Kane 2012; Rauterberg & Talley, 2017; Nyarko 2018)



Classifier Performance – Monte-Carlo Simulation
(1,000 Iterations within manual coded sample; 80/20 Validation)



Bigram Word Clouds
Machine Classified Climate Risk Disclosures



Comparing our Classifier to (Coburn & Cook 2014): 
Correcting an Evident Significant False Positive Rate

Manual audits of divergent classifications leads us to be confident 
that our classifier significantly outperforms Coburn/Cook



Which public companies should be 
making climate risk disclosures?



Disclosure Duty ó Materiality of Climate Risk

§ Material Facts: Facts that a reasonable shareholder 

would consider important in making portfolio / voting 

decisions.  TSC v. Northway, 426 U.S. 438 (1976)

§ See Regulation S-K Items 101, 103, 303, and 503(c)

§ Assesses both probabiities and magnitudes (SEC v Texas 

Gulf Sulfur Co., 401 F. 2d 833, 849 (2d Cir. 1968)
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Climate Risk and Returns
§Factor Models in Arbitrage Pricing Theory

("#−%&) = )# + +,# - ., + ⋯+ +0# - .0 + 1#
§ Examples:

§ 1-Factor (CAPM):  ., = ("234 − %&) ≡ 6"7

§ 3-Factor (Fama-French 1993): ., = 6"7; .8 = ("9−":) ≡ ;<=; .8 = (">−"?) ≡ @<A

§Thought Experiment: A Climate Factor?  
§ Design statistical factor tailored to Climate Risk:  BCDEFGHI
§ Nest within accepted asset pricing models (e.g., CAPM / F-F)
§ Estimate “Climate Betas” for public companies
Ø“Significant” Estimated Climate +óClimate risk material ó

Should Disclose (if APT model correctly specified)

…so all that’s left to do is come up with .JKLMN4O…
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Global Surface Temperature Data (GISS)

Source: NASA Goddard Institute of Space Sciences (GISS)
5◦ x 5◦ grids, 1880-pres, average by month



Major Weather Events 
(recorded by month / category / $)

National Climate Data Center (NCDC)



Climate Litigation / Regulation (1980-2017)
By month, enacting form, objective, category

§LSE Grantham Research Institute
§ Non-US-Focused

§ Regulation and Litigation Database

§Columbia University Sabin Center
§ US-Focused

§ Litigation Database

§ Hand-Augmented Legislation/Regulation 
Database

• Legislative Action
• Executive / Reg Action
• Litigation
• Mitigation / Adaptation
• Category (e.g., Taxes / 

subsidies, carbon pricing, 
mandates)



Cobbling together a statistical climate factor

T = U * S * XT

Singular Value 
Decomposition
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Empirical Strategy

§For issuers listed between 2009-2017, estimate a 
modified Fama-French model that includes !"#$%&'(:

(*$−,-) = 0$ + 23$ 4 5*6 + 27$ 4 89: + 2;$ 4 <9=
+ 2>$ 4 !"#$%&'( + ?$

§Max estimation period: 1995-2017; must include ≥4 full 
years of data

§Results in estimated climate bs for ~12,500 issuers



Estimated Climate Betas: Firm-Level Distribution
(n=12,425) 

SD = 0.0013



What issuers should be disclosing (but are not*)?
(Criterion: Estimated Climate b statistically ≠ 0)

Significant	Cimate	Beta
0 1

Disclosure	Made 0 1,681 94 1,775
1 2,172 150 2,322

3,853 244 4,097

*Note: Using Coburn/Cook Data

~ 61.5%~ 55%



Industry Representation of “Suspect” Non-Disclosers
(Criterion: No Disclosure, but estimated b statistically ≠ 0)



Concluding Remarks
§ Climate risk disclosures are increasingly important, both to 

investors and policy makers
§ Regulators have thus far been flummoxed in determining both who is 

making disclosures as well as who should be making them
§ Prime candidate domain for using machine learning.

§ Our Analysis Thus Far:
§ Develops a promising and reliable ML platform to detect and classify 

Climate Risk Disclosures
§ Promising first steps in using Asset Pricing frameworks / statistical 

climate factors as a normative benchmark
§ Factors seems (mildly) predictive of actual disclosures
§ Can do much more to calibrate model (e.g., climate modeling; insurance 

premia; climate portfolio)

§ MUCH MORE TO DO; COMMENTS MOST WELCOME
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